Pacific Branch
Student Competition

Chair Heather Andrews

35 total student papers and 21 posters
Pacific Branch
Student Competition
Undergraduate Poster

FIRST PLACE:
Quinn Miller from Whitman College

SECOND PLACE:
Patricia Sanchez from UC Riverside

THIRD PLACE:
Grant Wass from Palomar College
Pacific Branch
Student Competition
Master’s Poster

FIRST PLACE:
Skyler Finucane from Un. of Arizona

SECOND PLACE:
Claire Winslow from WSU
Pacific Branch
Student Competition
PhD Poster

FIRST PLACE:
Bailey Payne from Un. of Arizona

SECOND PLACE:
Joshua Ambrister from Un. of Arizona
Pacific Branch
Student Competition
Undergraduate TMP

FIRST PLACE:
Ryan Turner from Oregon State Un.

SECOND PLACE:
Barry Cromer III from AZ State Un.

THIRD PLACE:
Avery Larsen from Utah Valley Un.
Pacific Branch
Student Competition
Master’s TMP

FIRST PLACE:
Hannah Anderson from Un. of British Columbia

SECOND PLACE:
Miranda Jones from Utah State Un.

THIRD PLACE:
Chisom Molokwu from Oregon State Un.
Pacific Branch
Student Competition
PhD TMP

FIRST PLACE:
Sakshi Watts from UC Riverside
Genesis Chong from Riverside Center of Integrative Bee Research

SECOND PLACE:
Genesis Chong from Riverside Center of Integrative Bee Research

THIRD PLACE:
Molly McVicar from Un. of Nevada Reno